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RINS RINA 
 

Hello, my name is Rins Rina. I’m a Full-Time Freelancer. I’m looking for a job that can remote/working 
from home.  

-  I use internet +16hours/day 
-  I can work from 20-40 hours/week 
-  I can work in adaptation with US, Canada, Europe, Africa, Middle East, Asia, Australia time zone. 

 
 
EXPERIENCE 

As Data Entry Operator,  
-  Checking, reviewing data/document (invoice) from mainly contractors to make sure it correspond with the 
SOP and then input it to the system and then validated. So the company is only reimbursed the real invoice. 

-  Input German data in Excel and manual typing without any correction in words/punctuation even though 
I’m not speak German Language 

-  Input 836 emails in Excel from 10 Images in 4 hours without any correction in words/punctuation 

 
As Human Resources, 

- Perform complete set of administration task in the recruitment (updating database, sourcing 
candidates, proposing candidates to user, interviewing candidates, recruiting, giving HR briefing, 

finishing) especially for Internship/Apprenticeship Program  
- Involve in providing feedback and recommendation, including database and form enhancement 

 

As Business Executive/Marketing/Telemarketing/Online Marketing, 

- Managing and updating database administration and do the telesales process (telemarketing), from 

sales leading through closing in Marketing Consultant company 

- Looking for company name and active emails of the clients and offer them to our products 

- Handling email and social media such as Facebook and Instagram to wide market and to increase 

selling of the product from start-up company (retail area) 
- Online and direct selling products to expatriate and local people (premium products/retail area) 

 

As Admin, 

- Managing office administration such as correspondence, typing and recording 
data/document/proposal, updating employees data, arranging meeting and make sure the attendance 

of the invited employee 

- Handling travel schedule of Director and his accommodation 

- Handling office database and updating it 
 

 As Translator, 

- Translate document/film subtitle from English to Bahasa Indonesia 
 

 As Writer, 

- Making content writing or copy writing 
 

 As Event Planner, 

- Perform set of administration task to held training for clients in Marketing Consultant company 

(including prepare material training, instructor training, place of training, certificate) 

 

SKILLS 

Tools         : Microsoft (Outlook, Word, Excel, Power Point, Visio) 

Language : English, Indonesian 
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Project: Data Entry in Excel and Manual Typing German Data 
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Project: Data Entry in Excel (836 Emails) in 4 hours 

 

 


